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Starting any business is a tough task. It needs lot of planning, finance and good product or service
to sell. Among all that starting a business based on fashion is real tough. Many designers who have
wonderful products always have a question on how to start a fashion line? Be it for clothing or
private label cosmetics you should make a thorough research know the customers you are going to
sell and also the geography you are going to target. The price of the product also plays an important
role in success of the product. Finally your fashion line should be exciting and unique.

The best way to pulse the market is to go on the field by yourself. If you are going to launch your
fashion clothing then you should go to shopping centers and other retail outlets to know what kind of
design pattern excites the customers, what colors they prefer and how often they make a purchase.
You cannot completely relay on this method as people tend to wear clothes that was out of fashion.
Therefore, get the needed details from the market and mix it with your idea to launch your own
fashion line, I believe this will give you an idea on how to start a fashion line?

Branding is very important for a product, be it for a fashion line or a private label cosmetics. The
brand name and the logo you select for your product should depict what it stands for, the brand
should identify itself with the vision and what your product stands for. Having a strong brand will
result in brand loyalty.

A brand in the fashion industry requires a tag line. A tag line should be short flashy and catchy. It
should go well with your brand identity as this tag line will be used as the USP of your product.

Registering the brand name and the tag line is not going to be an easy task. You will find yourself
the name you have thought has already been registered by some other brand or company.

The label name that you are going to name it for your product should be unique and should have the
tendency to easily get into the hearts of the people who hear it.

After doing all the above required things, you need concentrate on marketing your brand. You can
market your product through traditional channels like print ads, audio and TV ads. But the latest
trend is to market your product through social media. There are millions of people who use social
media, if you can reach all those people then your product is going to be a sure hit.

Another emerging trend is group buying. There are many group buying sites that encourage people
to buy products in groups. You can tie up with such group buying sites and promote your product
through them.
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a fashion line?
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